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Getting ready for reading

TEXT FEATURES

You may like to set the scene by making bread with the children.
Alternatively, talk about what sorts of products bakers make, and ask
children to suggest the sequence of activities bakers would complete to
make the food found in the bakery. List these on the board

• This book is an explanation text
about work done at a bakery
from the middle of the night
through to the opening of the
shop.

Talking through the book

• It features full colour
photographs that clearly show
the working of the bakery.

You might begin by saying: This book tells us about how food is made at one
bakery. Ask the children to turn through the book and talk about what
they can see happening in each photograph. Model words that may be
outside the children’s experience, for example for page 4 a child might
say: They are making a cake.You might say: Yes, it looks like a cake but they
are actually mixing dough in a very large mixer. Dough is what bread is called
before it is cooked.

• There is a variety of line length
and sentence structure.

Reading the book
Children read the book individually while the teacher observes each
child’s reading behaviours and prompts children to use cues to read
unfamiliar words. The teacher may select an additional teaching focus
based on these observations.

Returning to the text
Select the most appropriate teaching focus for the learning needs of the
group. Choose one or more of the following.
Being a meaning maker
Encourage the children to support their answers with evidence from the
book as they discuss these questions.
When does a baker start work?
What do the bakers make?
Why does Terry start work later than the others do?
Why does Lee use a long paddle to put the loaves into the oven?
Being a code breaker
Children may like to explore the following language features:
• the a_e letter pattern: bake, take, make, cakes, later
• the spelling patterns used throughout the book to represent the long
/a/ sound: baker, cakes, bake, day, they, bakery, making, takes, trays, later
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Being a text user
Discuss
What type of a book is this?
What can you learn about bread from this book?
Refer to the list of activities make while getting ready for reading, and
compare these with the steps in the book.
How were they the same? How were they different?

Keeping track
Being a text critic
Discuss:
Is this the way that all bread is made?
In the book, all the bakers are men. Are all bakers men?
Does everyone buy bread from a bakery? Where else can you buy bread?

Children’s ability to reflect
on interpretive aspects of
text provides insight into
their ability to think
critically about what they
read.

Literacy learning centres – follow-up activities
☺

WORD CENTRE

Children can read familiar texts to find and record words with a_e letter
patterns. These could be made into a chart and displayed in the classroom.

✍ WRITING CENTRE
Invite children to imagine a bakery shop they would like to visit. They
can draw this and label the items in the shop. Ask the children to talk
about their imaginary bakery with a partner, using their labelled drawing
to point out the different features.



INTERACTIVE LITERACY CENTRE

Children work in cooperative groups to list all the jobs the bakers need
to do and then order these from first to last on a time line. Display these
for children to compare and discuss.
Start



Finish

BOOK BROWSING CENTRE

Children will enjoy reading A. A. Milne’s ‘The King’s Breakfast’ in When
We Were Very Young, in which the king would like ‘some butter for the
Royal slice of Bread’. The Little Red Hen is a traditional tale about making bread.
Other Alphakids books about food making include: Making Butter,
Making Bread, Making Lunch and Sandwiches. Other books to include in
the book browsing centre include The Giant Jam Sandwich,The Sandwich
that Max Made,The Big Block of Chocolate.
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The Bakery Restaurant at Jordan Wine Estate in Stellenbosch has a relaxed and fun atmosphere, evident in the modern, yet simple
dÃ©cor in neutral shades with a splash of red, where visitors can unwind and enjoy the freshly produced fare and top quality wines
amongst the aromas of baking bread, pastries and freshly brewed coffee.Â Crispy streaky bacon, blanched spinach, two poached eggs,
hollandaise on an English muffin. BAKERY BENEDICT with MUSHROOMS. 98. The Bakery is a 1921 American short comedy film
featuring Oliver Hardy that was directed by Larry Semon and Norman Taurog. Larry Semon as Larry, a Bakery Clerk. Oliver Hardy as
Foreman (credited as Babe Hardy). Frank Alexander as Bakery Owner. Norma Nichols as Bakery Owner's Daughter. William Hauber as
Rival worker (credited as Bill Hauber). Grover Ligon as Bakery worker. Eva Thatcher as Customer. Pete Gordon as Bakery worker. Jack
Duffy as Bit Part (uncredited). Al Thompson as Bit Part (uncredited). At The Bakery we enable corporates to drive meaningful innovation.
As well as creating partnerships with startups, we rapidly build brand-new ventures in an entrepreneurial way, helping to scale
transformative innovation that impacts and grows your business. And our unique formula really works, harnessing the global network of
startups and entrepreneurs, delivering better, faster ways to achieve meaningful and measurable results. "The Bakery" is the seventh
and final track by Melanie Martinez that is featured on her fourth extended play (EP), After School. It was released as the EP's lead
single on September 25th, 2020. "The Bakery is a song about unenthusiastically working at a bakery in high school because I needed to
make money to invest into my art and my music. (8 of pentacles Energy)". On July 25th, Melanie gave an interview to the Brazilian
channel "Multishow", and stated that this track producer is Blake Slatkin.

